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L
issitzky'swritings on art contain many references to mathematics, connoting a tight relationship
between the two disciplines. This relationship pertains
especially to pictorial form and space and involves some of
the central issues of modern art: the ideas of game, order
and objectivity; the relative importance of intuition and
intellect in the creative process; and the concept of indeterminateness.
These and other issues, such as 'becoming' in opposition
to 'being', as well as terms like 'systems' or 'dematerialization', occurred often in the discussions and writings of
Russian avant-garde artists and theoreticians. However, Lissitzky'suse of these terms was idiosyncratic in that it involved
a mathematical sense. He elaborated a consistent theory of
art by analogy with mathematics [1].
Underlying his analogies was his belief that the modern
era had abolished the barriers between the different spheres
of knowledge and activity,for example, between technology,
art and physics. In support of this thesis, Lissitzky evoked
Minkowski's space-time continuum, the theoretical interchangeability of the dimensions of space and time [2]. In
using the Communist Revolution as a social example, Lissitzkyobserved that it had discredited old concepts that had
set up barriers in society: the notions of classes, nations,
patriotism and imperialism. In this vein, he argued that
towns would be rebuilt in such a way as to abolish the separation between their different elements, since houses,
streets, squares, bridges and the like were now linked by "underground metro, underground monorail, electricity transmitted under the ground and above the ground" [3].
Similarly, Lissitzky rejected as invalid the contradiction
between spirit and matter, or 'soul and body', and hence objected to the division between an artistic and a scientific understanding of space. 'The discoveries of new spatial perceptions," he held, "went hand in hand in painting and in
mechanics" [4]. Aware, though, of the dangers of superficial comparisons, Lissitzkystated that "the parallels between
A.[rt] and mathematics must be drawn very carefully, for
every time they overlap, it is fatal for A. [rt]" [5]. Thus, at the
beginning of his lecture on the Prouns, given at the Moscow
Institute of Artistic Culture (INKhUK), Lissitzky declared:
"Wewill examine the movements of mathematics and art as
two sets of graphs not always advancing in parallel planes
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but always active in the same
ambience: the culture of their
time." He further explained
that he was taking the analogies
in their "essential sense" [6].
My aim in the present paper
is to clarify Lissitzky'sinterpretation of this 'essential' relationship between mathematics
and art. I will show that the
analogies Lissitzky drew between the two disciplines in the
1920s reveal an alternative
theoretical base for non-objective art-a theory that differs
from both Suprematism and
Russian Constructivism [7].
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Fig. 1. Proun (Untitled),gouache and watercolor on paper,
38.8 x 40.5 cm, ca. 1920. (Indiana University Art Museum,
Bloomington, Jane and Roger Wolcott Memorial. Photo: Michael
Cavanagh and Kevin Montague.) The reading of a Proun painting
varies according to shifting attentions and alternating analyses of
the relationship between forms and colors.
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THEORY OF
NON-OBJECTIVE ART
The term 'non-objective'
connotes
two interrelated
of
characteristics
modernism: the work of art as an autonomous, non-referential object [8]
and the specific 'non-objective' forms
that make up a painting or a sculpture.
Lissitzky believed that both characteristics applied equally well to modern
mathematical thought. He observed
that mathematics
was the "purest
product of man's creativity: a creativity which does not repeat (reproduce), but creates (produces)" [9],
and that it was unconcerned with concrete magnitudes and quantities but
dealt with the relationship between
abstract concepts. As he described it:
The number in antiquity was always
concrete,
only concrete; the number of
modern times is abstract,non-objective. For a Greek '3' always meant 3
columns, 3 sheep, 3 ribs; beyond the
object there was no number. In the
new mathematics of x, y, z there is no
definition of the quantity. They are
signs of the connection between an
infinite number of possible positions
within one and the same character;
taken as a whole, they equal a number.... x, y, z are numbers only inasmuch as the signs + or = are [10].
The same changes occurred in the
concepts of line and space. In ancient
Greece, Lissitzky explained, the line
was considered the measurable edge
of a body, and space was defined by the
object and its delimiting planes. In
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modern times, on the other hand, a
line is considered an unlimited complex of points, and space is conceived
as abstract: "no point in it can be seen

or measured, it is merely a relative
center" [11]. Hence, in antiquity, one
knew only what one saw and felt. In
modern times, by contrast, abstract
notions prevail; in analytic geometry,
for example, points in space can be
identified by sets of numbers, and
space can be n-dimensional.

According to Lissitzky, the decisive

Malevich, therefore, was the first artist
to start in a completely new direction.
Moreover, Lissitzky claimed that
geometric forms were pure inventions
of the mind [15], comparable to the
abstract terms of functional equations
and the notations x, y, z, which imply
a universally valid system of relationships [16]. In the same way, the artist
had to find a system of relationships
that would be valid for all artists. This,
Lissitzky argued, happened in Suprematism:
The moment the square and the circle are dissected and distributed over
the flat surface ... a relationship is
formed between the individual parts.
... The result is not a personal affair
concerning one individual artist, but
a systemof universal validity [emphasis added] [17].
Thus art, like mathematics, constituted a system of relationships.
In his lecture on the Prouns, Lissitzky used the analogy of mathematical systems to define Suprematism. He
distinguished between proportionsthat is, an equality of ratios between
two quantities-and
the concept of
functions in set theory. The latter has
to do with the idea of dependence between any two sets of elements, independent of quantities; as the artist defined them: 'The ratio of quantities is
PROPORTION; DEPENDENCE is the
essence of function" (Lissitzky's emphasis) [18]. In 1921, when Lissitzky
developed his theory of art, he felt that
a fundaSuprematism
epitomized

transformations in art were analogous
to the new concept of number-that

is, art became totally divorced from
material phenomena and free of the
physical object. This fundamental
change occurred, in Lissitzky's view,

with Malevich's Suprematist Black
Square (ca. 1913). Prior to Suprematism, artists depicted objects from
nature, and all new movements-e.g.
Cubism, Futurism and Expressionism-were

nothing

more

than
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tempts to endow the object with a new
life [12]. The Suprematist canvas, on
the other hand, existed independently of anything outside it [13]. In
terms of the analogy with mathematics, "Suprematism transposed painting from the condition of the ancient
objective and concrete number to that
of the modern number abstracted

from the object. This number occupies its own, independent place in
nature

alongside
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all objects"

[14].

Fig. 3. Cover for MA, No. 8 (August
1922). This cover for the Hungarian
avant-garde artjournal MA presents one
variation on the theme of the 'artist
engineer', which Lissitzky started in early
1922 with Studyfor Proun G 7.

mental change in the concept of relationships, for this art form was built,
not on the idea of proportions, but on
the notion of dependence:
From the canvas Suprematismdiscarded all depiction and representationof objectsand colors.It left behind pure color within pure form.
Fromtheseelementsit beganto compose whole classes,groupsand equationsof formalpossibilitiesaccording
to their functionalinterdependence
[19].
The definition of Suprematism in
terms of functional dependencies referred to the basic difference that the
First Working Group of Constructivists had established between composition and construction [20]. Lissitzky
agreed with the Group's definitions,
and using mathematical terminology,
he explained that
ratioscan be increasedor decreased.
But functions can only be transformed. Therein lies the essential
contrastbetweenthe old and the new
world, between old and new plastic
forms.Anyproportionpresupposesa
constancy of each element (the
CLASSICALORDERS), but any
transformationpresupposesa variaAnold work
bility(SUPREMATISM).
of artcan be increasedor decreased,
whereasa modernworkof art has to
be transformed[Lissitzky'semphasis] [21].
If one variable in a ratio changes,
the other variables have to be changed
accordingly, but the ratio will remain
the same. In artistic terms, following
the Constructivists and Lissitzky,ratio
denotes composition, that is, if parts
of a composition are removed or colors changed, the rest of the composition would require some rearrangement, but in essence it remains the
same. If one element of a function is
changed, the whole function has to be
transformed. Hence functions define
construction; the term construction
came to denote the functional necessity of each part as in any mechanical
construction. "In adding new elements and transposing them", Lissitzky said, "we transformed the canvas" [22].
The First Working Group of Constructivistsdevoted one of its early sessions to a discussion of two paintings
by Malevich, one Cubist and the other
Suprematist. Their consensus was that
Malevich's Suprematist canvas followed the laws of composition. According to Rodchenko, for example,
"Malevichmakes no color resolutions.
His form is strong, but if you were to
paint it a different color with the same
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intensity, nothing in the work would
be changed" [23]. The Group's comverdict against Malevich
position

rhythm in art was an element of 'life';
it was that which "Bergson, Rikkert
and Spengler name 'becoming' in op-

stood in blatant contradiction to Lissitzky, who argued that the term applied equally, even primarily, to Suprematism.
This difference between Lissitzky
and the Constructivistswas more than
a disagreement over terminology. For
Lissitzky, a Suprematist painting was,
by definition, constructive art [24].
Thus he repudiated the final decision
taken by the First Working Group of
Constructivists-namely, that a utilitarian element had to be immediately
present in the idea of construction
[25]. Lissitzky distinguished between
the necessity to create new forms and
the question of direct utility. For him,
a new artistic form generated utilitarian forms, which, consequently, enriched and modified art and caused
further developments in both art and
production [26].
Another concept involved in the
theory of systems was that of change.
Ernst Cassirer had noted that the
mathematician was concerned with
the idea of 'becoming' rather than the
idea of 'being' [27]. The opposition of
becoming to being was a recurring
theme in Russian Constructivist discussions. Thus, for N. Tarabukin,

position to the frozen....

Rhythm is

always movement, elan, surge" [28].
This nature-derived significance of becoming is also present in Lissitzky's
writing; however, for him the similarity to mathematics

was equally impor-

tant. In his opinion, the work of art was
analogous to mathematical systems,
and like them, it evolved during its execution [29].
Furthermore, even when the work
had been completed, the process continued, since the spatial relations between the forms and colors were
changeable, depending on the spectator's choice. Indeed, the reading of a
Proun painting varies according to
shifting attentions and alternating
analyses of the relationship between
forms and colors and their relationship to the picture plane. For instance,
in Proun (Untitled) (Fig. 1), a square is

painted on a form that, because of the
black contour shown in perspective on
its lower right-hand side, is either a
circle or a cylinder. On the upper edge
of the 'circle', to the left, Lissitzky
placed a stereometric open cube-a
recurring theme in the Prouns. Its
black face on the left-hand side may be
read as either advancing or receding.
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Thus, we see the outer envelope, the
two front faces of a receding cube or
the two interior faces of an open and
advancing cube. In fact, the theme of
change and multiple readings pervades all of Lissitzky's work, since
many Prouns are variations on a
theme, and the same configurations
may appear with either minor or
major modifications. One example is
Study for Proun G 7 (Fig. 2), which was

modified for the cover of the Hungarianjournal MA (Fig. 3) and then again
slightly for Proun 43 [30].

GAME AND ORDER
The analogy between modern art and
modern mathematics induced Lissitzky to consider art a game [31]:
Archimedes would have regarded
modernmathematicsas a clever,but
curiousGAME(becauseitsaimis not
an end result like three buns, fortyfive kopecks,etc.... but the actual
operation, combination and constructionof dependences which we
find with Gauss,Riemannand Einstein).... The resultof the Suprematist 'game' was a canvaswhich bore
withinit a kindof symbol[Lissitzky's
emphasis][32].

Moder mathematics was a game,
for, like games, it was an autonomous,
rule-governed activity [33]. Indeed,
the modern formalist mathematicians
of Lissitzky's time considered mathematics mere play with symbols. For
these mathematicians, mathematics
had become an endless game of chess
that had no meaning beyond the rules
of the game [34]. The aim of moder
mathematics, including geometry, lay
only inside the actual mathematical
operations. The real object of the
mathematicians' investigations was
the relational structure as such, the
various species of dependency that
could subsist between numbers and
forms [35].
As Lissitzky saw it, art, too, had become a formal language of signs-a
game between forms and colors; and
the relationships between the signs
were as rule-bound as those between
x, y, z in formal mathematics [36]. Unlike formal mathematics, however, artgames had both a social and an ideological significance: one could change
the world through art. The Suprematist revolution, accordingly, was equal
to the Communist Revolution. It was,
in fact, Suprematism that would revo-

Fig.5. Proun(8 Positions),metalfoil, oil and gouacheon canvas,98.6 x 98.6 cm, 1924.
(TheNationalGalleryof Canada,Ottawa)Anotherwayto incorporatetime into a workof
artwasto makethe canvasrotatable,thatis, equallylegiblefrom anyof its four sides.
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lutionize the world, for when its aim
and significance were fully grasped
and integrated, "we shall give a new
face to this globe, we shall reshape it
so thoroughly that the sun will no
longer recognize its satellite". Art,
then, was a supreme vehicle of world
transformation, superseding even the
social revolution; in the final analysis,
the future would be shaped, not by
Communism, but by Suprematism:
In the furtherstagesof development,
it iscommunismwhichwillhaveto remain behind because suprematism . . . will attract everyone away

from the domination of work...
After the old testamentthere came
the new-after the new the communist-and afterthe communistthere
followsfinallythe testamentof suprematism[37].
The concept of art as game and its
analogy with mathematics elucidate
Lissitzky'sinsistence on order and objectivity. His 'call to order', like that of
other artists of the avant-garde, undoubtedly was motivated in part by the
example provided by moder technology and machines. But it was further
sustained by his adherence to the idea
of necessary connections between art
and mathematics [38]. The very comparison of art with abstract mathematics and the definition of art as a system
of relationships imply an idea of order, of which Lissitzkywas surely conscious [39].
The foregoing analysis of Lissitzky's
theory of art, as paralleling changes in
mathematics, demonstrates that he
was not a Suprematist. Like Malevich,
Lissitzky believed that forms and
colors were autonomous creations of
pure thought, totally unrelated to exterior objects. The two artists, though,
differed completely on the conceptual
foundation of the rejection of natural
objects. Malevich refused representation on the basis of his idealist, transcendental philosophy, according to
which "in reality form does not exist
[and] nature ... does not reveal itself
in things" [40]. Lissitzky,on the other
hand, held that objects did exist, but
in a sphere that was of no interest to
the artist,just as it was of no interest to
the moder mathematician. Both art
and mathematics were concerned
with abstract relationships governing
the universe independently of concrete objects and magnitudes.
Moreover, the very emphasis on relationships contradicted Malevich's
philosophy of art, in which "each form
is free and individual. Each form is a

world" [41]. In Lissitzky's Prouns, on
the contrary, relationships were important; the meaning of a Proun depended on the relationships between
the forms.

INTUITION,
AND
INTETLL.ECT
INDETERMINATENESS
Another problem elucidated by the
comparison of art with mathematics is
Lissitzky'ssupposed Romanticism and
vacillation between rationality and
mysticism [42]. Alan C. Birnholz
claimed that, despite Lissitzky'srationality, the artist remained an idealist
and a romantic. To prove his point,
Birnholz quoted from the essay "A.
and Pangeometry", in which Lissitzky
wrote: "A.[rt] is an invention of our
spirit, a complex whole, combining
the rational with the imaginary, the
physical with the mathematical, iwith /1l" [43]. Birnholz concluded
that for Lissitzky art had an "inexplicable aura about it";that by the use of
'A.' for Art and 'F.' for Form, Lissitzky
wished to connote that art was "something mysterious, undefinable" [44].
In fact, the title of Lissitzky's essay
referred to Lobachevsky's treatise on
non-Euclidean geometry, Pangeometry,
published in Kazan in 1855 [45]. Lobachevsky believed that the true mathematics of space was Euclidean and
that his own non-Euclidean geometry
was a totally imaginary construct of the
mind; nevertheless, he considered
'pangeometry' a rational, even rigorous, theory of parallels [46]. Thus Lissitzky, through this reference to Lobachevsky, apparently was suggesting
that art was a rigorous, logical construction just like Lobachevsky's pan-

geometry, although imagination and
the imaginary were necessarily an integral part of this construct. Moreover,
'A.' and 'F.' allude to the abstract, formal nature of relationships between
the elements of the painting, comparable to x, y, z in mathematical functions. The square root of 1 and the
square root of-1 referred to Lissitzky's
theory of space, developed further in
his essay; therefore, as will be seen
later, no mystification was intended
and none should be inferred.
The recognition that art, like mathematics, combined logic with imagination reflects Lissitzky's belief in the
necessary interdependence of intuition and intellect in the creative process. Indeed, Lissitzkyaffirmed the important role played by intuition in the
first phase of creation: the "path into
the future ...

is a path leading from

creative intuition" [47]. He linked
creativity with the moment all conscious control was abandoned: "There
was only one way out-the artist had
to fling himself into the abyss in the
belief that when he reached the bottom he would not be dead, but would
be newly born" [48]. A painting thus
grows out of the artist "as organically
as a flower from the soil" [49]. At the
same time, art reflected our capacity
as human beings to create, that is, to
order voluntarily the range of our sensations. Thus, the formal elements of
a painting had to be organized consciously, for without control over the
arrangement of forms and colors, the
result was a "rubbish heap" [50]. Lissitzkypraised the young Russian artists
who recognized order as the base of all
art, and he preferred the clear geometry of Laszl6 Moholy-Nagy to other
non-objective painting, which he
termed 'jellyfish-like" [51].

and,
Table1. Lissitzky's
equationsreferto the generaltheoryof relativity
space,thatis, a space
throughthetheory,to the artist'sconceptof 'imaginary'
of a body.Inthe 1921 INKhUK
createdthroughthe rapidrotationandvibration
providedbythe
lecture,the equationsreferredmoredirectlyto the possibility
of rotatinga Prounpainting[88].
modeof representation
axolnometric

ProunSpace

SPACE= 0
OUTSIDE
FORM
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MATERIAL
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OFFORM
TOMATERIAL
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TOFORM

Non-Euclidean geometry occupied
an important place in Lissitzky's
thought in different contexts. It corroborated the notion of non-objective
art, since it declared mathematics to
be a free creation of the mind, independent of our capacity to visualize
[52]. It also negated the idea of 'absolute truth', or 'undeniable truth',
through the coexistence of several
non-Euclidean geometries [53], thus
nullifying old beliefs and proving that
humans could doubt everything [54].
Discussing Lobachevsky, Lissitzky remarked that the mathematician "exploded the absoluteness of Euclidean
space", and added that Lobachevsky,
Gauss and Riemann had proved that
Euclidean geometry was only one instance among many other equally correct possibilities [55]. Referring to the
theory of relativity,he observed: "Modern science ... has destroyed many absolutes. The absolute of all measures
and standards has been destroyed....
The new mathematical thought has
destroyed many assertions" [56].
Both ideas, the suspension of old
beliefs and the denial of absolutesand consequently the inherent possibility of doubt-were of primary importance to Lissitzky. Doubt as such
became the subject of the Prouns. It is
reflected in the ambiguous spatial relationships that Lissitzky established
between the forms in his paintings,
such as overlapping transparent fields
of color, equivocal tangencies, apparent symmetries and play with fore-,
mid-, and back-planes [57]. All these
serve to arouse incertitude. Thus the
relationships between forms are indeterminate, and the spectator cannot
exhaust all the possible readings of a
Proun.
The 'essential sense' of mathematics to which Lissitzky referred in his
lecture, and which initiated his study
of correspondences between art and
mathematics, is closely allied with the
denial of absolutes. Both mathematics
and art were "symbolsof the new concept of the world" [58] in that they
abandoned old formulas and stated
that humans forever had to consider
new possibilities and new solutions.
The artist's and the mathematician's
revolutionary act concerned not only
their separate domains but also life
and revolution. If it was possible to reject Euclid and Newton, if it was possible to reject the natural concrete object and Albertian perspective, it was,
perhaps, also possible to install a new
social order. The way to the new social
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Fig.6. Reconstructionof Lissitzky's
SecondExhibitionRoomin Hanover
1927-1928.(NiederProvinzialmuseum,
sachsischeLandesgalerie,Hanover,1968.
Photo:Foto-Hoerner,Hanover.)Lefthand wall, seen from the entrance. Placed
perpendicular to the walls were steel
strips 3 cm wide and spaced at 2-cm intervals. The strips were painted black on one
side, white on the other, with the wall itself painted gray. The black side of the
strips faced the door; seen thus from the
entrance, the wall looked all black.

history of art: the planimetric, the perspectival and the 'irrational'. Artistic
space was at first planimetric; the 'set
of art' was later enriched by perspective. Thus the set of art became composed of two members: planimetric
and perspectival space [60]. Lissitzky
compared each of these artistic systems to a set of real numbers. In planimetric space, the relation between
forms was organized according to the
arithmetic progression of ordinal
numbers (1, 2, 3, .. .). In perspectival
space, the relation was arranged according to geometric progression (1,
2, 4, 8, 16, 32, .. .), that is to say, an
equality of ratios between two pairs of
quantities (1:2 = 2: 4), or proportions-hence, composition [61].
What Lissitzkycalled 'irrational' artistic space corresponded to the concept of irrational numbers. The set of
positive integers, called natural numbers, was first extended into a class of
integers by the adjuncts of zero, negative integers

Fig. 7. Reconstruction of Lissitzkys
Second Exhibition Room in Hanover
Provinzialmuseum, 1927-1928. (Niedersachsische I Pndesgalerie, Hanover, 1968.
Photo: Foto-Hoerner, Hanover.) Lefthand wall, seen from the front. The wall
itself was painted gray; therefore, from
the front, the wall seemed an almost
uniform gray.

order-which, for Lissitzky, was the
ultimate aim-passed through art.
"Life", he wrote, "is now building a
new, reinforced concrete, Communist
foundation for the peoples of the
earth. Through the Proun we will
come to build upon this universal
foundation for a single world city-for
all the people of the earthly globe"
[59].

THEORY OF SPACE
Lissitzky developed his definition of
pictorial space through analogy with
set theory, postulating that art was a
'universal set' and that each spatial system constituted a subset. He distinguished three successive systems in the
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(-1, -2, -3,

. . .) and

rational numbers, that is, fractions of
integers. The next step was the inclusion of irrationals, or numbers that
cannot be expressed as the quotient of
two integers (such as 2), to obtain the
set of real numbers, which is made up
precisely of rational and irrational
numbers [62].
According to Lissitzky,Suprematist
space was 'irrational' in the sense of
irrational numbers-that is, the distance between forms could not be represented as a determinate ratio of two
integers. This meant that Suprematist
space was the first extension of the 'set
of art' after Renaissance perspective.
However, since the extension of the
set of numbers to include irrational
numbers did not eliminate naturals,
integers and rationals, Lissitzky employed all three spatial systems-planimetric, perspectival and irrationalsometimes in the same painting.
In addition, Lissitzkycompared Suprematist space to the extended line
of real numbers, which comprises integers, rational and irrational numbers and also infinites. In this representation, the Suprematist picture
plane functioned like the zero on the
number line: like numbers, Suprematist space could be projected not only
forward from the plane but also backward into depth. In other words, it
possessed an infinite extensibility into
the foreground and the background.
On the other hand, the Black Square
also corresponded to zero, in accordance with Malevich's idea that with the
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BlackSquarehe had arrived at "thezero
of form" [63]. In Lissitzky's interpretation, the Suprematist Black Square
functioned like the zero on the number line, since it marked a turning
point between negative and positive.
More precisely, it separated the old
"painterly culture" (negative) from
the new "material culture" (positive),
that is, it presented the possibility of
creating both new artistic and everyday objects [64].
The second stage in Suprematism
was the disintegration of the Black
Squareinto colorful forms, the organization of which required a new concept of space. Suprematism arrived at
the white plane, which is infinity. The
infinite Suprematist space had "broken through the blue lampshade of
the firmament" [65]. This conclusion
accorded with Lissitzky's comparison
of art to set theory.
Georg Cantor's set theory presented a method of dealing with infinites, namely, the paradox of a finite
dimension composed of an infinite
number of points devoid of any dimension. It was a problem that preoccupied mathematicians, as well as
philosophers, from the time of the ancient Greeks (Zeno's paradox) [66].
Cantor solved the problem of the infinite set-the set of all integers, the
set of points on a line-by pairing, i.e.
by a one-to-one correspondence between the objects of two sets. In set
theory, then, the infinite can be defined mathematically [67]. According
to Lissitzky, Suprematism, like Cantor's set theory, symbolically transgressed the theological injunction
against the representation of the
infinite.
The foregoing analysis clarifies Lissitzky's special interpretation of Suprematism. He stripped Malevich's
philosophy of art from its transcendental idealism and presented it as a
logical system in accord with modern
mathematics-hence, as acceptable to
the international community of avantgarde artists in Germany and in central and eastern Europe [68].

IMAGINARY SPACE
Movement played an important role
in Lissitzky'sart, as it did in the art of
other avant-garde artists. Speed, dynamics and energy were associated
with technological progress and thus
characterized the modern era; by
depicting movement, artists believed

that they were participating in the new
world of technology. For Lissitzky,
however, as for Tarabukin, the inclusion of time-movement in art demonstrated its connection with modern
mathematics [69]. 'The mathematics
of the ancients is stereometry. It apprehends objects as quantities,outside
time. It's a kind of mathematical
statics" (Lissitzky's emphasis). Modern mathematics, on the other hand,
was dynamic; it took time into prime
consideration. In Einstein's physics,
space and time were inseparable.
"Modern science", Lissitzky said, "has
seen that the world lives in time and it
has introduced time as the fourth coordinate. It has become dynamic and
has destroyed many absolutes" [70].
Accordingly, Lissitzkywished to incorporate time into his work. At first,
he did so by capturing different moments of movement through the repetition of lines and forms (Fig. 4) and
through a rotatable canvas, that is,
making the canvas equally legible
from any side, as in Proun (8 Positions)
(Fig. 5) [71]. However, wanting to
make real time and real movement a
component part of art, Lissitzky
therefore added a fourth spatial system to the three described above and
named it 'imaginary'. The mathematical analogy was imaginary numberslike the square root of-1, designated
by i for 'imaginary' (-1 = i) [72].
Since the square of any number, positive or negative, must, by definition, be
positive, there is no possible square
root for a negative number on the real
line [73]. Thus, by terming the new
space 'imaginary', Lissitzky reinstated
his former analogy of planimetric, perspectival and irrational spaces with
real numbers. It was as though the
three had completed the real line of
the 'set of art', and hence any new
space had to be termed 'imaginary'.
Furthermore, the exceptionality of
the number i is that it is not greater
than, less than or equal to zero and
cannot be represented on the real line
[74]. Similarly, Lissitzky intended to
abandon 'irrational' space, which was
still on the real line, and to move on
to abstract space [75]. The imaginary
number was also involved in time as
the fourth dimension; 4-1 was used by
Minkowski in his formulation of the
space-time continuum to make the
time dimension imaginary [76].
The first realization of abstract 'imaginary' space was, for Lissitzky,Vicking Eggeling's filmic space, in which
the forms projected on the screen had

no existence without movement.
Space unfolded in time and did not
exist without it, "like the notes of music" [77]. However, he considered the
film insufficient, since "itwas only a dematerialized projection of the plane"
and exploited only the fact "that disconnected movements, separated by
periods shorter than 1/30, seem to
create the illusion of continuous
movement"

[78].

Instead,

Lissitzky

suggested rapid rotation and body
vibration:
When it [this body] is motionlessit
formsa unitin our threedimensional
space,andwhenset in motionit generatesanentirelynewobject,... a new
expressionof spacewhichis there as
long as the movement lasts and is
thereforeimaginary[79].
The space thus created was imaginary, since it was ephemeral and
immaterial, and abstract, since it coincided with the mathematical definition of space: a set of points together
with a set of relations. At the same
time, imaginary space referred to time
as the fourth dimension-the threedimensional concrete object together
with the fourth dimension, time.
Furthermore, imaginary space related
to the concept of matter and space in
the general theory of relativity. In his
lecture on the Prouns, Lissitzky ex-

plained the theory with his own group
of equations (see Table 1).
In Lissitzky'simaginary space, as in
the general theory of relativity, space
was not an absolute; it was generated
by matter, without which it would not
have existed. The image created
space, and space in its turn created the
illusory image. Lissitzky himself had
never constructed a kinetic sculpture,
but he was familiar with the works of
both Naum Gabo and Moholy-Nagy. It
is possible that he was also familiar
with Marcel Duchamp's experiments
with the perception of the passage
from one dimension to the other, as
in RotaryGlass Plates (PrecisionOptics)
[80].
Lissitzky realized the passage from
the real number line to imaginary
space in his Exhibition Rooms. In the
Berlin Proun Room (1922), the space
was still 'linear', although time-movement was an integral part of both the
conception and the realization of the
room. Visitors were induced to follow
a predetermined linear itinerary, as
was stipulated by Lissitzky himself:
"The first form, which 'leads in' someone coming from the large hall, is
placed diagonally and 'leads' him to
the broad horizontals of the front wall
and from there to the third wall with
the verticals" [81]. No such itineraries

Fig.8. Reconstructionof
Lissitzky's
Second Exhibition Room in
Hanover Provinw7ilmlseum,
1927-1928.
(Niedersachsische Irndesgalerie, Hanover,
1968. Photo:
Foto-Hoerner,
Hanover.) Lefthand wall, seen
from the window. The white
side of the strips
faced the source
of light; therefore, from the
window, the wall
looked all white.
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Fig. 9. Reconstruction of Lissitzky's Second Exhibition Room in Hanover Provinzialmuseum, 1927-1928. (Niedersachsische Landesgalerie, Hanover, 1968. Photo: FotoHoerner, Hanover.) Right-hand wall, seen from the window. Next to the door, Lissitzky
placed a vertical frame containing a plate that could be moved to cover one of three paintings inside the frame, so that only two paintings were visible at any time. Another such
vertical frame was installed on the left-hand wall (see Figs 7 and 8).

Fig. 10. Reconstruction of Lissitzky's Second Exhibition Room in Hanover Provinzialmuseum, 1927-1928. (Niedersachsische Landesgalerie, Hanover, 1968. Photo: FotoHoerner, Hanover.) Right-hand wall, seen from the entrance. On the right-hand wall,
Lissitzky placed a horizontally sliding plate that covered either of the two paintings
placed inside the frame.

were given in Dresden (1926) or in
Hanover (1927); on the contrary, in
these spaces, visitors were expected to
move about freely, retracing their
steps or standing in front of a wall and
moving their eyes, head and body to
the left and to the right. It was only by
moving that the spectator could experience and appreciate the changes
in the colors of the wall-from black
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to gray to white (Figs 6, 7 and 8).
Moreover, the sliding plates inside the
horizontal and vertical frames encouraged the spectator to move the plates
to and fro and thus to interrupt the
straight continuity of the wall line
(Figs 9 and 10). In so doing, the spectator was describing an imaginary
space [82].
The very notion of an imaginary
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space in art distanced Lissitzky from
Russian Constructivism, and also from
Malevich. On the one hand, Lissitzky
proposed a dematerialized object and
an abstract, dematerialized space in
place of the Constructivist culture of
materials; on the other hand, imaginary space differed from Malevich's
idealist transcendental space, since
Lissitzkynever wished to reveal to the
viewer a transcendent reality, unless
one considers Einsteinian four-dimensional space unreal [83]. For Lissitzky,
dematerialized imaginary space was
comparable to modern mathematics
and physics. Just as modern mathematics transcended matter, monumental art, hewn in granite and cast in
bronze, was replaced by a transitory
art, an art deprived of its corporeality.
He had arrived, in his own words, at
"an a-material materiality" [84]. That
is, although imaginary space transcended material experience, Lissitzky'sultimate interest was real space
and real material life. He felt that the
development of abstraction could be
detected in modern technology, for
instance, in the new communication
systems [85]; and he foresaw the 'dematerialization' of books as well: "The
printed sheet, the infinity of the book,
must be transcended. THE ELECTRO
LIBRARY"(Lissitzky'semphasis) [86].
The analogy between imaginary
numbers and abstract space, on the
one hand, and Lissitzky's project for
imaginary space, on the other hand,
elucidates the theoretical base of his
exhibition spaces and provides a theoretical explanation of the kinetic art of
his time. Furthermore, it adds yet
another facet to his relationship with
Malevich. Imaginary space, far from
repudiating Suprematism, was indeed
its logical continuation.
Art, for Lissitzky,was not limited to
the representation of concrete, observable phenomena; rather, it waslike the modern notion of numbers,
concepts and space-a pure construction of the mind. Aware that his theory
of art with its analogy to mathematics
might be misinterpreted, Lissitzkyexplained that he was neither a metaphysician nor a pseudo-mathematician. His concept of moder art, he
argued, was indissociable from the
moder understanding of the world
and consistentwith new developments
in science and technology. It was,
moreover, a battle against death, for
stopping at concrete numbers and depicting objects meant death: the arrest

of the march of human thought and
human creativity [87].
Although the formal vocabulary of
Lissitzky's art was related to Suprematism and Constructivism, his theory
of art, informed by his knowledge of
the exact sciences, distinguished him
from both these schools. Lissitzky's indifference to metaphysical problems,
his concept of the necessary interdeof the spiritual and the
pendence
scientific, of intuition and intellect,
and his refusal to sacrifice art on the
altar of industrial production
appealed to many eastern and central
European artists. His subsequent stay
in Germany (and in Switzerland) from
1922 to 1925, during the crucial years
Constructivism
when International
was formed, made Lissitzky a central
figure of the avant-garde.
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